
Sweetheart 841 

Chapter 841: chen xiluo, you dare to snatch my man, just you wait! 

 

“what kind of person is this? it was simply an unprecedented quality! no wonder young master mu 

wants to draw a clear line with this kind of woman!” 

“terrifying, this is too terrifying! you almost caused us to wrongly accuse a good person!” 

“no wonder she fell so miserably just now. this is the retribution for all the bad things she has done! you 

deserve it!” 

originally, this matter didn’t cause so many people to be angry. 

however, in order to get the parents to help her stop chen xiluo, luo chenxin had deliberately provoked 

them with the human traffickers. 

the parents were kept in the dark. they scolded chen xiluo a few times before they realized that they 

had blamed the wrong person. they felt that they had been played. 

he returned all his anger to luo chenxin. 

even though she was severely injured and had ‘fainted’, no one called an ambulance for her. 

after a long time, the crowd gradually dispersed. 
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the teachers at yinyan kindergarten were afraid that someone would die, so they sent her to the 

hospital. 

when luo anguo and hu manya heard the news, they rushed to the hospital to see her. 

seeing that her entire head was wrapped in gauze, and even her arms and legs were seriously injured, 

lying on the bed motionless, hu manya was so anxious that tears kept falling. 

“aiyo, how did this happen? chenxin, didn’t you go to the kindergarten to pick up tang tang? how did it 

become like this? did young master mu get someone to beat you up?” 

luo chenxin had already calmed down. 

thinking of the scene at that time, her face was extremely gloomy. ” no, i didn’t even see young master 

mu, how could he hit me? it’s all that pretty boy’s fault that i’m like this today!” 

luo anguo frowned and asked in confusion, ” “pretty boy? what pretty boy?” 

“he’s mu weiwei’s boyfriend! the male model called chen xiluo!” 

luo anguo thought for a moment and finally remembered this person. ” i know this person. he has a 

good relationship with the mu family and has attended banquets with young master mu several times. 



how did you offend him again? you’ve already offended too many people in the mu family, can’t you 

cause less trouble?” 

luo chenxin’s eyes were red with anger. ” what kind of mu family does chen xiluo belong to? ” he’s not 

married to mu weiwei? ‘why is she on such good terms with mu yichen? he even entrusted his daughter 

to him … wait!” 

she suddenly thought of something, and her eyes lit up. she sat up excitedly from the bed. 

“i know! i finally understand! i was wondering why tang tang is so close to that pretty boy chen xiluo. 

why is it that mu yichen obviously has an affair while i’m the same? i see … i see!” 

luo anguo and hu manya were both confused. ” what do you mean? ” who was young master mu’s 

mistress? you’ve already guessed it? we’ve hired a few private detective agencies to investigate, but 

there’s still no result.” 

“there’s no need to check!” luo chenxin said decisively. 

his face was filled with malevolence. 

“mu yichen has an affair, but it’s not a woman. it’s a man! that pretty boy chen xiluo is doing so well in 

the mu family because he’s not mu weiwei’s boyfriend at all. he’s mu yichen’s!” 

“what? how is this possible?” hu manya’s eyes widened. ” you said that young master mu is gay? ” 

luo anguo also frowned. ” that’s impossible, right? you can’t just blindly guess this kind of thing, right? 

how confident are you?” 

luo chenxin’s face was gloomy. ” i’m very sure! this time, i’ll definitely make everyone who harmed me 

pay the price! chen xiluo, you dare to snatch my man, just you wait!” 

— 

at this point, qingqing was still staying up late to continue writing. don’t wait, you can come back during 

the day. i’ll ask for a monthly ticket first ~ 

Chapter 842: the nation’s husband suspected of marrying the top socialite 

 

while luo chenxin was being surrounded and criticized by the angry parents, luo chenxi had already left 

the kindergarten quietly with the little dumpling in her arms. 

luo chenxi brought the little dumpling to the supermarket nearby to buy some groceries. 

because the little dumpling was too cute, it attracted the attention of the nearby residents in the 

supermarket. 

the little dumpling wasn’t afraid of strangers and was very sweet with her words. she called them ‘uncle’ 

and ‘aunty’, which made the boss and the lady boss of the supermarket very happy. she even gave them 

an extra fresh fish. 



luo chenxi could not refrain herself from pinching the little dumpling’s toot little face when she walked 

out of the supermarket. 

“little flatterer, you’ll have tomato fish to eat today!” 

“really? he was too easy to provoke! big sister is so good!” 

the little dumpling was hugging luo chenxi’s thigh with an excited expression. 

luo chenxi patted her little head. she was about to speak when her gaze suddenly swept past a 

newsstand by the side of the street. she was attracted by a stack of T city’s daily news placed outside. 
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the headline of the newspaper was an eye-catching color photo. 

a man and a woman stood side by side in front of the mu group’s building. the man was extremely 

handsome while the woman was beautiful and elegant. they looked like a golden couple. 

the headline of the news was even more striking. 

“marriage between mu and fu? “the nation’s husband suspected to be marrying the top socialite” 

luo chenxi was slightly stunned. 

the little dumpling couldn’t help but shout, ” big sister, look! that’s daddi’s photo! ” 

it was as if luo chenxi had just woken up from a dream. she quickly bent over to pick up the little 

dumpling and covered her little mouth. 

” tang tang, don’t shout so loudly. if people find out that you’re your father’s daughter, bad people 

might come and catch you! ” 

the little furball’s eyes widened and it quickly put its two chubby little hands to its mouth. 

luo chenxi brought the little dumpling home. 

while she was cooking dinner in the kitchen, she was still absent-minded. she kept thinking about the 

news she had just seen. 

as a result, she was scalded by the oil when she was frying the fish, leaving a burn mark on her finger. 

“ouch … it hurts!” 

she quickly threw all the distracting thoughts to the back of her mind and focused on cooking. 

luo chenxi coaxed the little dumpling to sleep after dinner. 

recalling the news she had read in the afternoon, she subconsciously took out her phone and logged 

into weibo. 

sure enough, the news of the mu family and the fu family’s suspected marriage alliance had become the 

number one hot search. 

this was not strange at all. 



after all, the mu family and the fu family were the two most famous families in the whole of china. 

one controlled the economy while the other controlled the politics. 

usually, any trivial matter about any family would become a hot topic for all the people. 

now, the news of the marriage between the two families was like a deep water bomb, blowing up all the 

lurking netizens. 

luo chenxi scanned through the news briefly. she did not even read the comments before she tossed her 

phone aside. 

of course, she knew that the news was fake. 

that night, tan yueru had called her and the little dumpling. she was hinting at them to move back home 

as soon as possible. how could she have suddenly changed her attitude and supported mu yichen’s 

marriage with the fu family? 

however, even if she knew the truth, seeing such news still made her feel frustrated. 

he suddenly felt a little regretful. 

if mu yichen were to really marry someone else in the future, the wedding of the nation’s husband, he 

would surely dominate the headlines of all the media in the country, right? 

when the time came, he couldn’t pretend that he didn’t see it. 

Chapter 843: auntie, i’m tang tang, is my daddi at home? 

 

however, she did not know if she could bear the thought of seeing mu yichen holding someone else’s 

hand as they walked into the wedding hall. 

perhaps, she should consider expanding her career overseas and avoid mu yichen and the mu family? 

luo chenxi’s imagination ran wild for a while. she felt anxious in her heart. 

she had wanted to finish the work sheng yu had given her today while the little dumpling was sleeping. 

but now, he wasn’t in the mood. 

she simply rinsed her mouth, lay on the bed, and got under the blanket. 

hugging the little dumpling’s soft little body, her troubled heart seemed to calm down a lot. 

sure enough, her little dumpling was the most healing! 

she was really a little angel! 
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“good night, little princess!” 

luo chenxi kissed the little dumpling’s face and closed her eyes. 



not long after, she fell into a deep sleep. 

the moonlight shone through the thin curtains and into the bedroom. 

the fair and tender little dumpling who was nestled in luo chenxi’s arms suddenly opened her large eyes. 

she stretched out her chubby little hand and poked luo chenxi’s face. she called out softly in a probing 

manner, ” “big sister? are you asleep?” 

luo chenxi did not open her eyes, but she rubbed against the little dumpling’s head subconsciously. 

xiao tuanzi’s eyes lit up. 

she gently pushed away luo chenxi’s arm that was wrapped around her and crawled out of the bed on 

tiptoe. 

because her legs were too short, she almost fell when she got out of bed. she lifted it to the bedside 

table at the side and made a little noise. 

the little dumpling was so frightened that her entire body stiffened. her small face was filled with guilt 

and nervousness as she turned to look at the bed. 

fortunately, luo chenxi was in a deep sleep today and was not woken up by her. 

the little dumpling was relieved. 

he did not even put on his slippers. he walked to the sofa step by step and secretly took luo chenxi’s 

phone before he hid on the balcony. 

the little dumpling swiped at her phone with her chubby little hands. 

the fingerprint lock definitely couldn’t be opened, but he could still enter the password. 

“what’s big sister’s password? is it tang tang’s birthday?” 

the little dumpling bit her finger and thought for a long time before she entered her birthday. 

sure enough, half a second later, the phone made a ” beep ” sound and skipped the power-on screen. 

“too easy to provoke, i guessed right!” 

the little dumpling had an excited look on her face. she pulled up her contact list in an attempt to find 

mu yichen’s phone number and give him a call. 

however, when she saw the address book, she was dumbfounded. 

“wuwu, which one is daddi?” 

for mu tianxin, who was only three years old and had yet to start school, the words ‘mu yichen’ were a 

little too complicated. 

even though the little dumpling was very smart and had already learned a few hundred new characters 

under the guidance of luo chenxi and the kindergarten teacher, she still could not tell which one was her 

father. 



“i don’t care!” 

the little dumpling thought for a moment and dialed the mu family’s villa’s landline. 

tan yueru stared at the little dumpling and recited the number of the landline at home, so that she could 

contact her family in case she got lost. 

the phone rang a few times before it was picked up. 

“hello, mu mansion. may i know who you are looking for?” 

the little dumpling was excited. ” auntie, i’m tang tang! ” is my father at home?” 

…… 

at this moment, in the study. 

mu yichen was on the phone. 

“big brother …” 

“why are you calling me again? what’s up? quickly release it!” 

mu yichen instinctively wanted to hang up the phone when he heard mu yiling’s voice. 

that day, mu yiling went to the mu group on purpose to question his ability in that aspect. 

if they weren’t blood brothers, he would have slapped this idiot to death long ago! 

Chapter 844: it must be because this fool was cursing him behind his back 

 

unexpectedly, instead of buying a plane ticket to the north pole to escape, he dared to call? 

mu yiling shuddered when he heard his elder brother’s cold voice. 

however, when he thought of the news he had just seen, he calmed down. 

this was a good opportunity to make up for his mistake, and he must grasp it well! 

“i’m hanging up if there’s nothing else.” 

upon hearing this, mu yiling quickly said, ” “hey, wait, wait! let me finish first, big brother!” 

he didn’t dare to delay any longer and quickly said, ” “big brother, have you met the fu family these 

days?” 

mu yichen raised his eyebrows in surprise. ” how did you know? fu linchen went to look for you too?” 

mu yiling’s identity as a top hacker would be very helpful for fu linchen’s search, so it was not strange 

for him to look for her. 
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mu yiling quickly shook his head. ” brother fu did call me, but that’s not the point! the main point is … 

big brother, did you see the news today?” 

“you’ve been nagging for so long just to ask this stupid question?” 

mu yichen’s face darkened. 

he even thought that mu yiling had something urgent to do! 

mu yiling coughed twice. ” what stupid question? this is a very important question, okay? brother, do 

you know that you’re in the headlines again? and she was even with the so-called top socialite of the fu 

family, fu jiatong! when did you two meet? someone even took a photo of it?” 

“fu jiatong? i was photographed meeting her?” mu yichen furrowed his brows. 

mu yiling raised his voice and said exaggeratedly,”big brother, you, you, you … what do you mean? you 

really met another woman behind sister-in-law’s back! wasn’t the photo photoshopped?” 

from mu yichen’s tone of voice, he could easily tell that mu yichen and fu jiatong were acquainted. 

otherwise, mu yichen would have asked her who fu jiatong was. 

mu yichen did not say anything. he could tell that something was amiss. he held his phone in one hand 

and the mouse in the other. he began to search for related news on his computer. 

mu yiling could not see his movements, so he thought that mu yichen was stumped by his question. 

he immediately became nervous. 

“i say … big brother, you … how can you do this? it’s a small matter for you to quarrel with sister-in-law. 

how can you cheat on her because of this? and … and the marriage with the fu family?” 

“fu jiatong is pretty, but how can she be compared to sister-in-law? you don’t have such bad taste, do 

you?” 

“our family has never paid attention to marriage. dad and mom like sister-in-law so much. if you find 

another sister-in-law for me, mom will not agree at first. and tang tang, she might just run away with 

sister-in-law and not want you anymore …” 

mu yiling’s mouth could not stop talking. he thought that mu yichen had really fallen out with luo 

chenxi, so he tried to persuade her. 

mu yichen was well aware of his idiotic younger brother’s character since long ago. he had been turning 

a deaf ear to his younger brother’s words all along and was focused on browsing the news. 

his face suddenly darkened when mu yiling mentioned the little dumpling. 

“shut up! mu yiling, if you say such useless things again, your car and computer will be confiscated from 

tomorrow onwards. you’ll have to come to work at nine o ‘clock in the morning.” 

what a jinx! 

his little princess had already run away with his big sister and did not want him anymore! 



it must be because this fool was cursing him behind his back. 

“big brother, big brother! you can’t do this, i’m your brother! besides, how were these useless words? 

i’m doing this so that you won’t make any mistakes, big brother …” 

Chapter 845: brother, you’re really a pervert! 

 

“make a mistake? which eye of yours saw me make a mistake? you believe the nonsense that the gossip 

newspapers wrote? is this your first day online?” mu yichen said in an unpleasant tone. 

” uh … ” mu yiling choked for a moment, but then he quickly said, ” “of course i know that most of the 

gossip is made up. but, this was … news about the fu family! if it’s not true, who would dare to publish 

gossip about the president’s family?” 

the president’s family was different from the average noble family. 

when the gossip magazines published news, they would be more cautious. 

fu jiatong was able to become the so-called top socialite because of this reason. 

she might not be more outstanding than the other socialites, but no newspaper or magazine would 

publish unfavorable news about her. instead, they would take the initiative to flatter her. 

a profound glint flashed past mu yichen’s eyes upon hearing that. 

“of course, this news wasn’t published by the gossip newspapers. the fu family must have been behind 

it. otherwise, fu jiatong and i were standing at the door for less than a minute, how could we have been 

photographed? also, fu linchen was there at that time, but why is there not a single strand of his hair in 

this photo?” 

mu yiling was stunned for a moment. ” but, didn’t you say … you didn’t make any mistakes? ” 
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“of course, there’s nothing between me and fu jiatong. you don’t have to doubt that.” mu yichen 

sneered coldly. however, when fu linchen came to look for me yesterday, he meant that he wanted to 

form a marriage alliance with the mu family. but he didn’t make it clear, and i didn’t expose him. today’s 

news … it seems like the fu family is testing us.” 

this was an unwritten tradition between the two families in the upper-class circle. 

if he directly proposed a marriage alliance with the other party and was rejected, he would lose face. 

he wanted to use the so-called gossip magazine to test the waters. if the other party firmly denied the 

scandal and had a clear attitude, then there was no need to even mention the marriage. 

the unscrupulous media was the one to be blamed, and the two families ‘faces were not damaged, nor 

did it affect their friendship. 

mu yiling also understood. ” that’s right. there’s less than half a year before the presidential election. 

our president seems to be a little anxious …” 



“it’s good that you understand,” mu yichen said. if there’s nothing else, i’m hanging up.” 

“uh, but … wait a minute!” 

mu yiling quickly said,”big brother, do we need to suppress this news?” “many people believe it now. 

i’ve received several calls congratulating the marriage between the mu family and the fu family. i can’t 

even deny it …” 

mu yichen’s eyes flickered. he pursed his thin lips. ” no need! ” 

“you don’t need to?” mu yiling was shocked. ” but … but, big brother, sister-in-law will definitely see the 

news! what if she believes it?” 

“i just want her to see it.” mu yichen was completely unconcerned. 

didn’t that stupid woman dare to reject him? 

he wanted to see if that stupid woman would be nervous or angry when she found out that he was 

going to marry another woman. 

it probably wouldn’t be long before she took the initiative to call him to scold him! 

mu yiling’s eyes widened in disbelief. ” but, sister-in-law will definitely explode with anger! it’s true that 

sister-in-law usually looks very gentle, but when she’s angry, she’s very fierce. aren’t you afraid of 

domestic violence?” 

“she can try.” said mu yichen drily. 

mu yiling finally understood. he could not help but blurt out,”brother, you’re really a pervert!” 

Chapter 846: did she not care about her husband at all? 

 

“mu yiling, the signal here isn’t very good, so i can’t quite hear you … who did you call a pervert just 

now?” 

mu yichen raised his lips coldly and asked with a faint smile. 

mu yiling shuddered. ” i’m talking about me … i’m a pervert! i’m a big pervert! i’m a busybody … that, big 

brother, i’m hanging up! have an early rest! no, no, no, i wish you to receive sister-in-law’s call soon and 

be abused by her …” 

he finished speaking incoherently and quickly hung up the phone. 

he raised his hand and wiped the cold sweat off his forehead. 

she secretly complained, ” damn, a man who has just fallen out of love is really too hard to serve. and he 

has such strong tastes. i’m so scared! ” 

if his mother wanted him to get married earlier, he might as well just jump into the sea! 

…… 



mu yichen read the news on the internet in detail after he hung up the phone. he roughly analyzed the 

fu family’s current situation. 
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” it seems that it will be very difficult for the president to be re-elected … ” 

he put down the mouse, picked up the phone on the table, and looked at the caller id. 

there were no missed calls. 

this meant that the stupid woman didn’t call to question him. 

mu yichen’s expression remained unchanged. he tossed his phone aside and continued to bury himself 

in his work. 

ten minutes later, he took the phone back. 

there was still no phone. 

after repeating it a few times, young master mu’s mouth twitched and he raised his hand to turn off the 

mute function. 

he had planned to leave the stupid woman hanging for now if luo chenxi called him and pick up the call 

after she called a few more times. 

this way, she could experience what he felt every time he was jealous! 

however, that stupid woman didn’t even call him! 

did she not even care about her husband? 

no, that was impossible. 

the stupid woman must have been too upset to go online the whole day after seeing him and fu jiatong 

in the office. 

that’s right, it must be like this! 

she would call after she saw the news. 

mu yichen tried his best to convince himself to continue working. 

however, as time passed, the phone never rang, and young master mu’s mood became more and more 

irritable. 

“damn it, stupid woman! you don’t even know how to make a phone call!” 

he picked up his phone subconsciously and was about to enter luo chenxi’s number. 

halfway through, he suddenly realized something. 

how could he admit defeat first? he had already decided not to coax her this time! 

just as mu yichen was feeling conflicted, someone knocked on the study room door. 



“big brother, are you inside?” mu weiwei asked softly. there’s a phone call for you …” 

mu yichen was feeling frustrated. he said impatiently,”it’s late, i’m going to rest. if there’s nothing 

urgent, tell him to call tomorrow!” 

mu weiwei was stunned for a moment. she then said, ” but, this phone call is from tang tang … ” 

“what did you just say? tangtang?” 

upon hearing this, mu yichen stood up from his seat at once. he took a few steps to the door and pulled 

it open. 

mu weiwei was startled when she saw her elder brother suddenly appear in front of her. 

“which number did tang tang call?” mu yichen asked with a frown. 

“the … the one in the living room …” 

mu weiwei’s vision blurred for a moment before she realized that her eldest brother had disappeared 

again. he was like a gust of wind that had blown to the first floor. 

mu yichen did not waste any time. he picked up the call in a hurry. ” hello? ” 

“daddi!” 

the little dumpling’s soft voice came from the other end of the phone. 

the corners of mu yichen’s lips curled up subconsciously. 

— 

the next update will be at 4:30 pm. 

Chapter 847: daddi, it seems like big sister misses you too … 

 

he knew that it was impossible for that stupid woman to not have any reaction! 

he must have been too embarrassed to make this call, so he let the little dumpling make the call. 

mu yichen was secretly pleased with himself. he pouted his lips. you miss daddy?” 

” yes, ” the little dumpling replied obediently. ” tang tang misses daddi! ” 

“now you know how important a father is?” 

mu yichen was even more pleased with himself. he felt that he did not raise this daughter in vain. 

he had long forgotten his comment about the little dumpling siding with an outsider. 

she didn’t know why, but the little dumpling’s voice was so soft that she couldn’t hear it clearly. 

could it be that the signal at luo chenxi’s residence was too poor? 
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what a stupid woman. she didn’t want to live in the villa but stayed in the small apartment. she even 

made the little dumpling suffer. 

at the thought of this, mu yichen asked,”tang tang, the place you live in is very small, right? are you not 

used to living here? if you don’t feel comfortable, you can move back here.” 

he had thought that the little dumpling would cry and tell him about the tragic experience of the past 

two days after hearing this. 

whoever knew that the little furball’s voice would suddenly become super excited. 

“i’m not unaccustomed to it! big sister’s place is so fun. there’s a children’s playground downstairs with 

many children! the big sister even brought tang tang to the supermarket! there’s a lot of delicious food 

in the supermarket. daddi, you haven’t been there before, have you?” 

mu yichen choked at once. 

did he still need his daughter to tell him what good things were in the supermarket? 

how could this daughter be so ignorant? she was bribed by a supermarket … 

the little ball was still immersed in its own world. it continued, ” “big sister cooked for tang tang, and it’s 

all tang tang’s favorite food. today, i ate an entire fish in tomato sauce, and no one fought for it! also, 

big sister would sleep with tang tang every day! hehe!” 

mu yichen was speechless. 

did his daughter really miss him, or was she just here to show off? 

he was all alone at home, and the little dumpling had taken his woman? 

she even called to provoke him! 

” it seems like you’re living quite well over there … ” mu yichen only managed to squeeze out a sentence 

after a long time. 

even though he had tried his best to restrain himself, he still could not hide the obvious jealousy in his 

words. 

even the little dumpling felt that something was wrong. ” daddi, your voice sounds weird. are you sick? ” 

sick? 

he felt like he was about to die of anger from the two at home! 

at last, mu yichen still remembered that it was his daughter on the other end of the phone. he managed 

to finish listening to “the happy life of the little dumpling and her elder sister.” 

however, after listening to it for a while, it was only the little dumpling speaking. 

mu yichen could not hold it in anymore. ” tang tang, did you want to make this call yourself? is there 

anyone else who wants to talk to me?” 

“someone else? what other people?” the little dumpling was puzzled. 



mu yichen gritted his teeth and gave an even clearer notification,”where’s your big sister?” 

” big sister is already asleep. i’m secretly making a call! ” the little dumpling replied. 

the expression on mu yichen’s face was a little twisted. 

after all this, that stupid woman wasn’t angry at all. she had even fallen asleep! how could he be so 

heartless? 

mu yichen was about to hang up the phone in anger when he suddenly heard the little dumpling speak 

again. 

this time, her voice was a little low. ” daddi, big sister seems to miss you too … ” 

“oh, really? did she miss me? she said that?” 

mu yichen’s heart, which had suffered a huge blow, finally showed signs of recovery. 

Chapter 848: stinky daddi, i won’t call you again! 

 

the little ball shook its head. ” no, big sister didn’t mention you these two days! ” 

this was really good news. 

his daughter was such an honest baby. 

mu yichen’s mood seemed to have gone on a roller coaster. it went up and down for a while. 

he gritted his teeth. ” how do you know that she misses me? ” 

the little dumpling pouted. ” big sister saw daddi’s picture in the newspaper and was in a bad mood. she 

didn’t even tell tang tang a story at night … ” 

although the little dumpling didn’t say it, she was very sensitive. 

she had noticed the change in luo chenxi’s emotions. 

upon hearing this, mu yichen immediately pieced together the situation at that time. ” it turns out that 

this stupid woman saw the newspaper … ” 
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in that case, she must have already found out about the fake gossip, so why didn’t she call me to 

question me? why was he still able to sleep so well? 

mu yichen could not wait to grab that stupid woman and teach her the family rules. ” she must be 

jealous when she sees her husband’s scandal! you’re not allowed to not eat! 

the little dumpling squatted on the balcony, holding the phone tightly to her little head and acting 

coquettishly. 

“daddi, we all miss you. you can come over and see big sister! however, you can leave after you’re done 

looking. don’t stay and fight with tang tang for fish, and don’t fight to sleep with big sister …” 



on one hand, the little dumpling really wanted her father to come over so that the family of three could 

be together. 

however, she felt extremely conflicted at the thought that mu yichen’s arrival would distract luo chenxi’s 

attention. 

however, mu yichen’s attitude was extremely cold when he heard her words. 

“you want me to go and see that stupid woman? that was impossible! if she wants to see me, she can 

call me personally. your call doesn’t count!” 

the little dumpling didn’t expect to be rejected by its father at all, and a dazed expression appeared on 

its little face for a moment. 

immediately after that, she got angry. ” daddi, why are you so bad! you don’t even come to see big 

sister, you are the most annoying! stinky daddi, i won’t call you again!” 

the little dumpling was so angry that she had completely forgotten that she was a thief who had stolen 

luo chenxi’s phone. she did not even bother to control the volume of her phone. 

she immediately gave mu yichen a good scolding. 

the commotion was so loud that even luo chenxi who was lying on the bed was woken up. 

she opened her eyes in a daze, reached into her arms, and suddenly found that the little dumpling was 

gone! 

this scared her, and her sleepiness instantly disappeared. 

luo chenxi got down from the bed immediately and searched for the little dumpling in the apartment. 

“tang tang? tangtang? where are you?” 

her cries were not only heard by xiao tuanzi but also by mu yichen through the phone. 

young master mu’s heart beat faster when he heard a familiar sweet voice from the other end of the 

phone. 

if the stupid woman found out that the little dumpling was secretly making a call, she would definitely 

pick it up … 

although he would definitely not coax her, he could still rationally discuss with her how unreasonable it 

was to run away from home! 

however, the little dumpling didn’t know what he was thinking. 

seeing that she had been discovered, the guilty little dumpling almost jumped up in fright. her first 

reaction was to hang up the phone! 

then, she ran from the balcony to the room and ran to the bathroom door under the cover of the floor-

to-ceiling curtains. 

at the same time, he kicked the phone under the sofa. 



fortunately, luo chenxi had just walked out of the bedroom so she did not notice her strange 

movements. she thought that the little dumpling had woken up to go to the toilet in the middle of the 

night. 

Chapter 849: young madam had also made an appointment, and she had made an appointment with the 

chief specialist of the gynecology and obstetrics department! 

 

she saw the little dumpling standing at the bathroom door and immediately ran over to hug her. 

“so you’re up at night! i was scared to death! in the future, when you wake up in the middle of the night, 

you have to tell big sister, understand?” luo chenxi tapped her forehead. 

due to the dim light at night, no one noticed the cold sweat on the little dumpling’s face. 

the little dumpling blinked her big eyes and obediently agreed. ” i know, big sister. ” 

“tang tang is so obedient!” 

luo chenxi gave her a kiss on her toot little face and carried her back to the bed. 

on the other hand, mu yichen almost smashed his phone when he heard the busy tone coming from his 

phone! 

“all of you are here on purpose to anger me, right? they were definitely spoiled! since you like to live in 

a small apartment, then stay. sooner or later, you’ll come back crying!” 

…… 

boxn ov el. c o m 

the next morning, mu yichen’s face was still frighteningly gloomy when he went to the office. 

zhuo feng trembled in fear. 

oh my god, the ceo seemed to have eaten more than ten kilograms of explosives today. who could save 

them? 

ever since the president quarreled with young madam, the employees of the mu group had been living 

in misery every day. 

in the past, she used to despise the eldest young master and young lady for always showing off their 

affection to the dogs. 

it was only at this moment that he understood that the worst thing was not being fed dog food, but the 

anger of the boss who had fallen out of love. 

if the heavens gave him another chance, he would definitely tell young lady with determination, ” 

please! abuse! a dog! 

mu yichen had meetings for the entire day and they only ended at night. 

he reprimanded all the company’s top executives at the meeting. 



when she returned to the president’s office, she was about to slam the door shut. 

” please wait, mr. president. i … i have something important to report to you! ” zhuo feng said. 

mu yichen was not in a good mood.”what’s the matter? why didn’t you say so during the meeting?” 

“because it’s a private matter,” zhuo feng explained carefully,”you asked me to go to yi he hospital to 

investigate the matter the day before yesterday …” 

mu yichen stopped in his tracks as he suddenly recalled. 

the night before yesterday, bo tingyuan had mentioned that luo chenxi and fang ziqian had gone to the 

hospital to see a doctor when he was drinking with his friends. 

after he got home, he gave zhuo feng a call and asked him to send someone to investigate. 

however, mu yichen had only casually given the order. he did not think that it was an important clue. 

after all, bai shixun had already proven that the patient was fang ziqian. 

mu yichen turned around and cast a glance at zhuo feng. ” so, what’s the result of the investigation? ” 

” i sent someone to yi he hospital to check the hospital’s medical records, ” zhuo feng said. ” the data 

shows that miss fang does have a cold uterus. she went to see the doctor, but young madam also made 

an appointment. she even made an appointment with the chief specialist in the gynecology and 

obstetrics department! ” 

“what did you just say?” mu yichen shuddered. his first reaction was,”luo chenxi is pregnant?” 

seeing that he had misunderstood, zhuo feng quickly shook his head. ” no, that’s not it, young master. 

young mistress shouldn’t be pregnant! as far as i know, the chief expert specializes in serious 

gynecological problems, such as … infertility …” 

zhuo feng had to force himself to say the last few words. 

upon saying that, he immediately took a few steps back. he looked at mu yichen with a guarded 

expression as if he was ready to run away at any moment. 

Chapter 850: how could there be such a stupid woman in this world? 

 

however, mu yichen did not have any intense reaction. 

although her expression darkened, she tried her best to control her emotions. 

“what did you just say? ” luo chenxi went to such an expert for treatment. could it be … ” he squinted his 

eyes. ” what did you find out? ” tell me clearly from the beginning! also, have you brought luo chenxi’s 

medical records? give it to me!” 

zhuo feng passed the kraft paper bag in his hand to mu yichen, but there was still a faint uneasiness on 

his face. 



“this … i’ve obtained the medical records from the hospital’s electronic system, but these records are 

very simple. they only record the name of the specialist who treated young madam, the department she 

was in, and the examination she did that day. i heard that the old specialist was not used to the current 

electronic medical system and insisted on writing down the records by hand.” 

while zhuo feng was explaining, mu yichen had already opened the kraft paper bag and retrieved the 

medical records. 

as zhuo feng had said, the record was too simple. it was only two pages long. 

other than the basic information about luo chenxi, he listed the names of the tests and the names of a 

few types of medicine prescribed to her. 

mu yichen took a quick glance at them. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

although he did not study medicine, he could still associate the names of the tests with some related 

diseases. 

he already had some guesses in his heart, and his expression gradually became serious. 

“no electronic records? have you contacted the old expert? did you get the complete medical record 

from her?” 

“this …” 

zhuo feng looked troubled. 

upon seeing that, mu yichen knew that things were not going well for sure. he could not help but frown. 

” what’s going on? you can’t even handle such a small matter?” 

” no, president, i really tried my best, but … ” zhuo feng was frustrated as he tried to defend himself, ” 

but that old lady is too stubborn. no matter what i say, she insists that we can’t reveal the patient’s 

personal information. unless the patient personally requested it, she would never show the medical 

records to anyone else. ” 

“i even asked the director to talk to the old lady personally. she only agreed to take out part of the 

medical record … i’ve already put it in the file, right behind the medical record.” 

mu yichen frowned slightly. he took the kraft paper bag and rummaged through it again. he found the 

medical record. 

his pupils dilated when he saw the diagnosis written on the most eye-catching spot on the first page. 

“according to the diagnosis, the probability of the patient getting pregnant naturally … is almost zero …” 

mu yichen immediately turned to the next page. the medical record had a complete record of luo 

chenxi’s current condition. 

even the risks that she might take if she got pregnant through in-vitro fertilization were clearly marked. 

the only thing missing was the medical history. 



it only briefly mentioned that the patient had lost a lot of blood due to the car accident, which affected 

her fertility. 

even so, mu yichen did not feel that there was anything wrong with the missing information. 

this was because his attention was not on the diagnosis at all. he was staring at the diagnosis report and 

reading it over and over again in detail. 

the expression on his face changed from shock to heartache, regret, and conflict … 

in the end, his fingers were trembling as he held the medical record. 

“so … so it’s like this! no wonder that stupid woman … refused to marry him! 

how could there be such a stupid woman in this world? 

 


